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Abstract

Characterizing the diffusion properties of cortical tissue is complicated by intersubject variability in the relative locations of gyri and
sulci. Here we extend methods of measuring the average diffusion properties of gyral and sulcal structures after they have been aligned to
a common template of cortical surface anatomy. Diffusion tensor image (DTI) data were gathered from 82 young subjects and co-
registered with high-resolution T1 images that had been inflated and co-registered to a hemispherically unified spherical coordinate system
based on FreeSurfer. We analyzed fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD) and the novel quantity of cortical primary diffusion
direction (cPDD) at five surfaces parallel to the white/gray junction, spanning approximately 5 mm from the pial surface into white matter.
FA increased with increasing depth, whereas MD and cPDD were reduced. There were highly significant and reliable regional differences
in FA, MD and cPDD as well as systematic differences between cortical lobes and between the two hemispheres. The influence of nearby
cortical spinal fluid (CSF), local cortical curvature and thickness, and sulcal depth was also investigated. We found that FA correlated
significantly with cortical curvature and sulcal depth, while MD was strongly influenced by nearby CSF. The measurement of FA, MD
and cPDD near the cortical surface clarifies the organization of fiber projections to and from the cortex.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a noninvasive tech-
nique that permits the quantification of water diffusion in the
human brain. Because water diffusion is influenced by the
organization and density of neuronal processes, DTI can
image microscopic variations in brain structure and hence
can illuminate the cytoarchitectonic organization of human
cortex [1–4]. DTI information about cortical tissue proper-
ties can add significantly to morphological information
available from T1 images [5–7].

DTI properties at or near the cortical surface may also
assist in detecting neurological disease. DTI analysis of
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cortical gray matter (GM) has revealed abnormalities in
patients with multiple sclerosis [8], Creutzfeldt–Jakob
disease [9] and mild cognitive impairment [10]. In addition,
DTI analysis of pericortical white matter (WM) has revealed
regional abnormalities [11] in patients with schizophrenia
[12] and traumatic brain injury [13].

Although WM atlases of pericortical fiber tracts have
been recently developed [7,14,15], DTI measurements near
the surface are often thought to be too unreliable for clinical
applications [16]. Specific complaints about the use of
pericortical DTI values include the low signal values
obtained and the resulting high coefficients of variation in
comparison with corresponding measures of deep WM tracts
[17]. Another complication in DTI measurements of the
cortex is the local nonuniformity of mean diffusivity values
[9], an issue that prevents straightforward correlations
between DTI measures and regional cytoarchitectonics.
Both of these problems reflect CSF contamination, an
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issue that is familiar from the radiographic analysis of
ordinary T2 images. However, the direct analysis of
surface diffusion data has been increasing in popularity
[11,12,13,18]. Thus, one aim of our study was to
investigate in detail the factors that affect pericortical
DTI measurement.

We analyzed diffusion tensor scalar image values from
pericortical GM and WM using images obtained from 82
subjects. We measured fractional anisotropy (FA), mean
diffusivity (MD) [19,20] and cortical primary diffusion
direction (cPDD, defined below) at each voxel on the
cortical surface in each subject, quantifying each parameter
at the pial surface and at four other depths spanning 5 mm.
Because of the imprecision in aligning cortical surfaces
using volumetric co-registration [21–24], we aligned the
results using a hemispherically unified coordinate system
[25] created with FreeSurfer [22]. This allowed us to
characterize FA, MD and cPDD at various depths from the
pial surface and describe the regional distribution of these
tissue properties. Extracting diffusion data from surfaces
parallel to the cortical boundary also allowed us to
systematically control for partial voluming. In addition,
we characterized DTI variations due to the potential
confounds of cortical thickness, curvature, sulcal depth
and the quantity of nearby CSF and WM in order to isolate
morphological factures that influence cortical tissue prop-
erty measurements and to analyze regional and hemispheric
variations in diffusion properties after correcting for
potentially confounding covariates.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Anatomical image acquisition and processing

Two high-resolution T1 anatomical images [repetition
time (TR)=15 ms, echo time (TE)=4.47 ms, flip angle=35°,
voxel size 0.94×1.30×0.94 mm3] were acquired on a 1.5-T
Philips Eclipse scanner from 82 young (age range 19–38
years), right-handed subjects, matched in gender (41
females, mean age 25.8 years, 41 males, mean age 26.5
years). For each subject the two anatomical images were
Fig. 1. Anatomical areas obtained from Desikan–Killiany (2006) parcellation: r
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
averaged and resampled to 1×1×1 mm3 resolution, and then
inflated to the cortical surface using FreeSurfer v4.3.0 [26].
The inflated cortical surfaces of left (LH) and right (RH)
hemispheres were then co-registered to a spherical coordi-
nate system [22]. Mean maps over subjects were then created
in each hemisphere.

To obtain average maps across LH and RH, the
difference between the mean spherical maps of LH and
RH was minimized using the least square error algorithm
by spherically translating and rotating the RH to best
match the LH [18]. The common coordinate system
permits objective interhemispheric comparisons of ana-
tomical variability, cortical thickness and diffusion prop-
erties on the cortical surface. Fig. 1 shows the mean
inflated cortical surface averaged across the 82 subjects
and both hemispheres. The following anatomical areas
were identified on the mean spherical map based on the
Desikan–Killiany parcellations of cortical sulci and gyri
[27]: frontal lobe (FL), insular cortex (IC), cingulate lobe
(CL), occipital lobe (OL), parietal lobe (PL) and temporal
lobe (TL).

Two surfaces are generated during the process of
FreeSurfer segmentation [26]: the surface (S0) between
GM and WM, and the pial surface (Sp), the surface
between GM and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). In order to
study the diffusion properties near the cortical surface in
finer detail, three more surfaces were interpolated from the
two aforementioned surfaces: Sm, GM voxels midway
between the GM/WM surface and pial surfaces, and S−1
and S−2, surfaces 1 mm and 2 mm below the GM/WM
surface S0 inside the WM. Fig. 2 illustrates the five
surfaces in one subject.

In order to investigate the variation of DTI with sulcal
depth, we used Caret v5.51 [28] to assign sulcal depth
values, defined as the three-dimensional (3D) distance from a
point on the hemisphere's convex hull to each surface point
within the cortex. Sulcal depth provides an estimate of
proximity to deep WM fiber bundles. We also performed
tissue segmentation using SPM5 on each subject's high-
resolution T1 images, smoothed the segmentations using 3D
Gaussian filters and projected the results back onto the
ed: FL, yellow: IC, orange: CL, blue: OL, cyan: PL, magenta: TL. (For
to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 2. Five pericortical surfaces: S0 (yellow): the GM/WM boundary; Sp (red): pial surface, the surface between GM and CSF; Sm (green): middle of gray matter
i.e., the middle surface between S0 and Sp; S−1 (magenta) and S−2 (cyan): 1 mm and 2 mm inside the white matter from S0. The white rectangle area in the lef
panel is enlarged in the right panel. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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cortical surface representation. This provides an estimate of
the quantity of nearby CSF or WM associated with each
cortical and pericortical location to evaluate how these two
factors influence adjacent cortical DTI values [15,29]. In
addition, we used the values for cortical thickness and
cortical mean curvature that FreeSurfer produces as
additional covariates to evaluate the degree to which cortical
thickness influences local DTI values because of partial
voluming. Finally, we evaluated whether curvature covaried
with WM fiber properties as is hypothesized in develop-
mental theories of cortical structure [30].

2.2. Diffusion tensor image acquisition and processing

All subjects also underwent two sets of cardiac-gated DTI
(TR depends on the subject's pulse rate, TE=115.6 ms, flip
angle=90°, b=1000 s/mm2, six directions (dual gradient),
voxel size 3×3×3 mm3, single channel head coil, band-
width=41.67 kHz) on the 1.5-T Philips Eclipse scanner.
Cardiac gating was applied to reduce the image noise caused
by the cardiac pulsation [31–33]. As field maps were not
available on our scanner, pairs of diffusion-weighted images
(DWIs) were collected with diffusion gradients reversed to
correct for eddy current [34] and nonaffine in-plane
geometric distortions [35]. The mean images from realigned
non-DWIs and DWIs were co-registered and resampled to
high-resolution anatomical image space (1×1×1 mm3) using
SPM5's entropy-based algorithm using mean DWI images to
increase the stability of the coregistration [36]. Then, all of
the non-DWIs and DWIs were realigned and resampled to
their mean images, respectively. This image alignment
procedure further corrects for both motion effects and
,
t

diffusion distortion [37]. A two-dimensional (2D) 3.75 full
width at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian smoothing filter
was applied to individual slices from non-DWIs to correct
for in-plane Gibbs ringing artifacts. An edge-preserving
weighted median tensor smoothing filter of 4 mm FWHM
size [38], using a radially linear weighting function, was also
applied to each DWI set for noise removal. FA and MD were
calculated from the tensors based on the average of the two
sets of DWIs [39–41]. The cPDD was computed from the
primary eigenvector direction of each tensor relative to the
cortical surface (0°=parallel, 90°=normal to surface). High
cPDD values that approach perpendicularity likely reflect the
overall propensity of WM fibers to enter GM. The cortical
surface values of FA, MD and cPDD were extracted from all
subjects for each hemisphere, and were averaged and
compared on the five surfaces for different cortical lobes.
Furthermore, the mean differences of MD, FA and cPDD
between LH and RH and between male and female subjects
were also analyzed. Finally, one subject underwent 12
additional DTI scanning sessions performed (on 7 different
days total) in order to analyze intersession variations of
derived DTI scalars near the cortical surface.

2.3. Statistical comparisons of the DTI and anatomical data

DTI scalar values (FA, MD and cPDD) were separately
averaged over all five surfaces in each lobe, within each
hemisphere, and for each subject. The resulting data sets
were analyzed as a five-way repeated-measure analysis of
variance (ANOVA) (including gender) for both GM and
WM segmentations. Greenhouse–Geisser corrections were
applied when appropriate to control for intrafactor
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correlations. Linear regressions were also performed to
characterize the changes in DTI parameters between the
surfaces and to characterize the effects of the ancillary
anatomical quantities on DTI values.

For each subject, the Pearson partial correlations were
computed between the DTI values of voxels at each depth
and the covariates of interest (curvature, cortical thickness,
quantity of nearby CSF and quantity of nearby WM). Partial
correlations provide a simple way of separating the mutual
linear influences of the values [42] by isolating the variance
of a first factor due to a second factor while subtracting out
potential influence due to other relevant factors. In order to
find consistent correlations across subjects, we computed
partial correlations for each subject separately, converted
those to Gaussian-distributed z-scores using the standard
Pearson product moment distribution and then performed an
ANOVA across subjects to evaluate statistical significance.
3. Results

The left panels of Fig. 3 show maps of FA, MD and cPDD
averaged over subjects and hemispheres for the medial and
lateral cortical surface at the GW/WM boundary. The right
FA mean    C

MD mean       C

cPDD mean     C

Fig. 3. Left: mean values of (A) FA, (B) MD (mm2/s/1000) and (C) cPDD (degre
hemispheres. Right: corresponding CVs (blue–cyan) of (D) FA, (E) MD and (F) cP
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
panels show corresponding coefficients of variation (CVs,
the ratio of standard deviation to mean in percentage). FA
was greater in sulci than gyri, reflecting in part high FA
values in adjacent corticocortical fiber tracts (e.g., the arcuate
fasciculus, the superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculi,
and the cingulum). On the MD map, diffusivity was greater
over gyri than sulci with particular enhancements in selected
gyri of the TL (e.g., Heschl's gyrus), PL (e.g., postcentral
gyrus) and frontal lobe (e.g., precentral gyrus). The CV map
of MD has a similar pattern as the MD map itself, with
greater variance along gyri than in sulci. cPDD values were
higher in gyral crests generally, although higher incidence
angles were also found in selected sulcal fundi. Notable areas
of high cPDD were found on the poleward side of Heschl's
gyrus, the fundus of the central sulcus and surrounding gyral
crests, the medial surface of the entorhinal/parahippocampal
gyrus adjacent to the hippocampus, the insula, and the
medial prefrontal and precuneal areas. Notably absent was
the significant increase in cPDD associated with the arrival
of the optic radiations into calcarine cortex.

Table 1 shows the main statistical results for whole
hemisphere measures and lobar measures for the three tissue
properties. All three properties were profoundly affected by
the surface used for measurement. Fig. 4 (left panels) shows
V

V  

V 

es) over the cortical surface S0 (red–yellow), averaged across subjects and
DD over the cortical surface S0. (For interpretation of the references to colo
r



Table 1
ANOVA results for four factors and their relevant first-order interactions on each of the three DTI scalar values

FA MD cPDD

Surface F4,320=5554.7*** F4,320=2118.0*** F4,320=3315.5***
S−2≫S−1≫S0≫Sm≫Sp S−2≪S−1≪S0≪Sm≪Sp S−2≪S−1≪S0≪Sm≪Sp

Lobe F5,400=256.0*** F5,400=302.3*** F5,400=96.0***
CL≫ICNTLNFL≫PL>OL CLbTL≪ICbOL≪FL≪PL IC≪FL≪TLbCL≪OL≪PL

Surface×lobe F1,80=832.5*** (see Fig. 4) F1,80=257.0*** (see Fig. 4) F1,80=242.6*** (see Fig. 4)
Hemisphere F1,80=63.0*** F1,80=57.7*** F1,80=29.6***

LHNRH by 2.0% LHbRH by 1.1% LHbRH by 0.9%
Hemisphere×surface F4,320=148.8*** F4,320=17.1*** F4,320=24.7***

LNR in WM only LbR except in Sp LbR maximal on S0
F1,80=10.7* F1,80=1.2 F1,80=1.8

Hemisphere×lobe F5,400=288.0*** F5,400=181.7*** F5,400=36.9***
LNR in IC, PL, TL, OL LbR in IC, OL, PL, TL LbR in IC, OL, FL, TL, PL
RNL in CL, FL RbL in CL, FL RbL in CL

There were no significant interactions involving gender. R, right hemisphere; L, left hemisphere; M, male; F, female. Significance: Fdfn,dfd reports F statistics
with degrees of freedom in the numerator, “dfn,” and denominator, “dfd.” *Pb.01, **Pb.001, ***Pb.0001, and “≪” and “≫”mean pairwise significantly less or
greater (using post hoc t tests), respectively, at Pb.0001. Hemispheric differences in hemisphere×lobes are listed in order of greatest to least.
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the influence of depth on measures of MD, FA and cPDD
from S−2 to Sp: FA increased at increased depth from the pial
surface Sp, while MD and cPDD were reduced. Further
examination revealed that FA increased gradually from Sp to
Sm and then showed a more rapid and linear increase to the
deepest S−2 layer (a linear FA drop at Pb.0001). MD showed
the opposite pattern, decreasing rapidly through GM from
the pial surface, and then more slowly thereafter. Finally,
cPDD decreased slowly in upper cortical layers, more
sharply in the lower cortex and then more gradually again in
the WM below the G/W junction. We also evaluated
correlations between DTI measures at different depths:
there were generally high correlations between midcortical
measurements and the deepest WM layer for FA (0.43), MD
(0.63) and cPDD (0.33). Given that our DWI scans have a
resolution of 3 mm and mean cortical thickness averages
about 2.5 mm [43,44], there should have been minimal
overlap between the measurements at these two depths.
However, the two measurements will not be independent
given the smoothness of the DWI images, digital filtering
and residual joint misregistration.

There were also highly significant differences between
the cortical lobes for all measures, as shown in Table 1. FA
has the highest values in the cingulum and insula, and then
declined in temporal, frontal, parietal and occipital lobes,
with all pairwise differences reaching significance. MD
showed a nearly inverse pattern, being lowest in the
cingulum and TL and highest in the PL, with pairwise
comparisons again reaching significance. cPDD showed a
pattern similar to that of MD, with the exception that the
frontal lobe showed lower values than the temporal or
occipital lobes. In general, deeper layers showed the largest
interlobe differences in FA and cPDD, whereas superficial
layers showed the largest interlobe differences in MD. There
were also strong monotonic differences as a function of
depth in different lobes as reflected by highly significant
lobe×surface interactions. In particular, FA increased most
rapidly with depth in the IC, whereas MD and particularly
cPDD decreased most rapidly in the insula (all pairwise
differences in FA changes with depth were significant
at Pb.0001).

Fig. 4 (right panels) shows CVs using cortical-surface
smoothing kernels of various widths (0–20 mm FWHM)
across subjects’ data (black solid lines) and for the individual
subject who was scanned 12 times (dashed gray lines). The
left panels show data analyzed with 10-mm smoothing
kernels. In general, CVs for FA and cPDD were less in
repeated testing of a single subject than in across-subject
comparisons, whereas CVs for MDs were increased. It can
also be noted that greater smoothing significantly reduced
CVs for FA and cPDD both between subjects at identical co-
registered cortical location and during repeated testing of a
single subject. MD appears again to have rather smoothly
varying values so that CVs are less markedly reduced when
smoothing is applied. Assuming a simple model in which
intersubject noise consists of intrasubject (scan-to-scan)
noise plus true intersubject DTI parameter differences,
intrasubject noise under any amount of smoothing should
be less than intersubject noise under the same amount of
smoothing (gray dotted lines). This is true for FA and cPDD
but not MD. Thus, for the relative quantities FA and cPDD,
our pointwise maps would be able to detect intersubject
differences not attributable to scanning noise. However, MD,
an absolute quantity, appears more susceptible to day-to-day
magnetic resonance (MR) fluctuations that presumably
caused the unusually high CVs across the single subject's
repeated scans.

There were highly significant hemispheric asymmetries
for all measures as shown in Fig. 5. FA was significantly
increased in the LH, whereas MD and fiber angle were
significantly increased in the RH. Hemispheric asymmetries
were not uniform as reflected in highly significant
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hemisphere×lobe interactions: the cingulum showed asym-
metries that were opposite those seen in the other lobes for
FA, MD and cPDD, and the frontal lobe showed opposite
asymmetries for FA and MD. Interhemispheric differences
of mean FA increased with depth, whereas interhemispheric
differences in MD decreased. Consistent subregional
hemispheric differences in cPDD were limited in spatial
extent. LH has higher FA on the lateral cortical surface in
general and higher FA in RH medial locations except in
posterior cortex. MD has essentially the opposite pattern
with lateral MD greater in the RH (except in the frontal pole
,

.

area) and medial MD greater in the left. Overall, we found
similar results in FA and MD to those found in [18].

3.1. Factors influencing cortical diffusion measurements

The characterization of tissue properties in a 3×3×3 mm3

voxel is influenced by partial voluming and longer-range
MR susceptibility. For example, a voxel in the superficial
GM layers of cortex on a gyral crown may be influenced by
partial voluming with surrounding CSF. Conversely, a deep
voxel buried in a sulcus may be influenced by partial
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Fig. 5. Hemispheric differences (LH−RH) of mean values for FA, MD (mm2/s/1000) and cPDD (degrees) for pericortical WM (left: S−2) and cortical GM (right
Sm) surfaces. Red is LHNRH, and blue is RHNLH. Cortical 2D Gaussian smoothing of 20 mm FWHMwas used on all maps, and all maps were masked at zN4.9
to provide hemispherewise Bonferroni control for significance. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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voluming with WM from adjacent fiber tracts. In addition,
there are significant correlations between cortical thickness
and curvature (r=−0.25, t1,81=53.3, Pb.0001), with thicker
cortex in gyri than sulci. We therefore evaluated whether
the apparent correlations between FA and curvature and MD
and curvature (see Fig. 3) can be explained as partial
voluming or susceptibility effects using partial correlations.
Further, we looked to see if sulcal depth, a rough measure of
how close a surface point is to deep WM fibers, added
additional information to measures of curvature and the
amount of nearby CSF. Using the data from the single
subject who was scanned 13 times, we found that
correlations between nearby CSF and MD were maximized
by using the CSF segmentation filtered with a 6-mm FWHM
Gaussian filter at the S0 surface location. We also used WM
segmentation values at the deepest S−2 surface after it was
filtered with a 4-mm FWHM Gaussian filter to estimate the
total quantity of nearby WM [29]. These CSF and WM
values were used as additional partial correlates in a
reanalysis of the population data.

Fig. 6 shows correlation coefficients reflecting the overall
influence of these factors on DTI measurements at different
depths. The summary values in Fig. 6 were computed by
correlating parameters spatially across the entirety of both
:

hemispheres within individual subjects and then computing
means and standard deviations of these whole-cortical
correlation values across subjects. Because of this, rather
small correlation values would reach statistical significance
if the intersubject cortical correlation values were highly
consistent. However, such small, consistent correlation
values, e.g., below 0.1, do not reflect meaningful influences
on cortical DTI values. Fig. 6A shows the effects of the
quantity of nearby CSF on DTI measurements. CSF volume
showed highly significant correlations (rN0.50) with MD
values at all depths of measurement. In contrast, nearby CSF
showed insignificant negative correlations with FA and did
not significantly correlate with cPDD.

As noted above, there was a significant negative
correlation, r=−0.22, between FA and MD. We therefore
examined partial correlations between FA and MD while
controlling for nearby CSF, curvature, sulcal depth and
cortical thickness. Correlations remained significant in
superficial layers and were greatest on the deepest WM
surface S−2 (omnibus F4,320=28.8, Pb.0001). There was
very little correlation between cPDD and either FA or MD at
any pericortical location.

In addition, both FA and MD were negatively correlated
with thickness, with FA correlations increasing at more
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superficial layers, while MD's correlation peaks negatively
at the S0 layer (Fig. 6E) before turning positive in the pial
layer Sp. These latter effects likely reflect partial voluming
given the use of 3×3 voxels and mean cortical thickness of
roughly 2.5 mm [43,44]. Thus, a considerable amount of DTI
variation may be explainable solely due to partial voluming
(Fig. 6E) or longer-range susceptibility factors (Fig. 6A and
B). However, correlations between FA and curvature
remained significant in deeper layers even after accounting
for sulcal depth and surrounding CSF and WM (Fig. 6F): FA
was increased in sulci. Significant partial correlations
between curvature and MD were positive in WM but
negative in GM, and a consistent, weak correlation existed
between curvature and cPDD. This pattern of results cannot
simply reflect the presence of deeper, thicker WM fibers
adjacent to many sulci, as expected in areas of large sulcal
depth, but held throughout the cortex.

Fig. 6G shows that sulcal depth significantly influenced
FA measures, with correlations between the two being
negative in WM and positive in GM (sulcal depth: the deeper
inside the brain, the more negative the value is). This is
consistent with larger deep fiber bundles having higher FA.
However, neither MD nor cPDD significantly correlated
with sulcal depth.

Three whole hemisphere partial linear regressions were
performed to see if the main DTI scalar parameter properties
persist after potential intrasubject covariates displayed in
Fig. 6 and demographic factors of age and gender were taken
into account (Table 2). The hemispheric differences and
strong surface differences in all DTI scalar parameters
persisted even after taking into account all relevant
covariates. Also, overall mean curvature was strongly
Table 2
Partial linear regressions of the three scalar DTI parameters over the whole hemisph
82 subjects

FA

Hemisphere (L vs R) t316=2.45*
LNR by 2.2%

Surface (Sm vs S−2) t316=80.61***
SmbS−2 by 62.9%

Age t70=0.49 NS
Cortical surface area t152=0.10 NS

Mean curvature t152=6.89***
In gyri →+FA

Nearby CSF quantity t152=0.86 NS

Nearby WM quantity t152=3.39**
More WM →−FA

Mean thickness t152=5.65***
+0.054/mm

Hemisphere×surface t318=3.22**
LNR most in S−2

Gender t70=3.01**
MNF by 0.007

Mean sulcal depth t152=0.41 NS

The t tests are reported as tdf with the degrees of freedom, “df,” adjusted by the num
**Pb.005, ***Pb.0005, θ=degrees.
associated with all of the DTI scalar parameters, whereas
age (over the limited range examined) and total cortical
surface area were insignificant or weak determinants of the
DTI parameters. The two remaining significantly correlated
determinants of mean hemispheric MD were mean quantity
of nearby CSF and mean cortical thickness, as one would
expect from Fig. 6. For FA, in addition to cortical thickness,
the total quantity of nearby WM and gender were
significantly correlated (FA was greater in males, Pb.005).
Finally, a hemisphere by surface interaction for FA values
noted in Table 1 persisted in the regressions.
4. Discussion

We found that cortical tissue properties were strongly
dependent on the depth of tissue measurement. MD was
greatest on the cortical surface, decreased rapidly through
GM and then decreased more slowly below the GM/WM
junction. In contrast, FA increased slowly through GM and
then increased almost linearly with increasing WM depth.
cPDD values were relatively constant within WM but
increased rapidly within midgray layers, presumably as
fibers turned toward the cortical surface. Unlike FA and MD,
cPDD showed large CVs in most locations. Similar results
were obtained after relevant covariates were corrected. This
suggests that deeper fibers are more densely packed
(increased MD) and are larger and/or more coherent in
their orientations (increased FA) in comparison with fibers in
more superficial neuropil.

We found highly significant regional differences in
cortical tissue properties as shown in Fig. 3. FA varied in
ere plus relevant confounding anatomical variables and demographic data for

MD cPDD

t318=3.39** t322=5.21***
LbR by 1.7% LbR by 0.28 θ
t318=42.68*** t322=52.08***
SmNS−2 by 21.4% SmbS−2 by 2.78 θ
t72=0.30 NS t76=1.73 NS
t154=0.89 NS t158=2.42*

−0.03 θ/cm2

t154=5.34*** t158=5.43***
In gyri →−MD In gyri→+θ
t154=3.62*** –
More CSF→+MD
t154=0.60 NS –

t154=5.04*** –
−14.6%/mm
t318=0.05 NS –

– –

– –

ber of quantities in each of the three analyses. NS, not significant. *Pb.05
,
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temporal, parietal and frontal gyri and showed significant
lobar differences. FA was also greater in sulci than gyri, even
after taking into account nearby CSF, sulcal depth and
thickness fluctuations (Table 2), likely reflecting contribu-
tions of deeper fiber tracts passing beneath the gray–white
boundary. cPDD measurements appear to peak in locations
such as Heschl's gyrus, the central sulcus and surrounding
gyri, where one might expect thalamocortical tracts to enter
the cortex.

We found that the LH has significantly higher FA and
lower MD, except in the frontal lobe and cingulum (Fig. 5,
Table 1). This suggests that most regions in the LH have
larger and/or more spatially coherent fiber input and greater
neuropil density than homologous regions of the RH.
Primary diffusion directions in pericortical WM also show
a hemispheric asymmetry, pointing more perpendicularly to
the surface in the RH, with the maximal asymmetry in the
insula. We conjecture that this may reflect recently
discovered asymmetries in network connections in each
hemisphere [45], where more extensive RH connectivity
may be reflected in the greater angle of incidence to the
cortex of the RH pericortical WM fibers.

When the DTI data were analyzed on a lobar basis again
as in Table 1, significant effects of lobe, lobe×hemisphere
and lobe×surface persisted for FA (all Pb.0001) even after
curvature, thickness and nearby WM (all significant
covariates: Pb.0001) were covaried out. Similarly, the
significance of MD lobe effect and interactions in Table 1
was not affected after nearby CSF, thickness or curvature (all
remained Pb.0001 when these factors were covaried out).
Finally, cPDD's lobar effect and interactions also remained
significant (all Pb.0001) with curvature as a covariate.

Several methods appear to significantly improve DTI
tissue property analysis. First, Fig. 4 (right panels) suggest
that FA and cPDD benefit greatly from smoothing (10 mm
FWHM or more) in order to reduce the intrasubject variance
below intersubject variance. The fact that the intrasubject
CVs for FA are much less than intersubject CVs suggest that
regionally averaged pericortical FA values are likely to be
reliable and revealing about cortical structure in normal
subjects and are therefore potentially sensitive to pericortical
WM abnormalities [13]. Pericortical MD values require less
smoothing to be useful, but their intersubject variation is also
lower than their intrasubject variation. This unexpected
result may have been due to the use of an older-model 1.5-T
MR scanner that lacked robust diffusion image normaliza-
tion capabilities.

Different covariates must be taken into account when
analyzing different DTI scalar values at different depths.

4.1. FA

FA in WM was not affected substantially by the potential
confounds of nearby CSF or GM thickness, but there were
residual correlations with surface curvature and amount of
nearby WM. The correlation with surface curvature might
well be treated as a confound in certain circumstances and
removed to increase detection power in group studies when
subject surfaces are aligned even assuming good surface
registration. A similar technique is useful in controlling for
the influences of cortical thickness given that gyri are thicker
than sulci on average [44,46,47]. On a theoretical level, the
correlation provides support for developmental theories of
the cortex based upon cortical connectivity that predict
greater fiber density in sulci (e.g., [30]).

In GM, correlations with quantity of nearby WM and
cortical curvature are weaker, and FA values become quite
small on average. However, using very large regions of
interest, e.g., over an entire lobe or hemisphere, CVs for GM
FA are reduced to levels that might make cortical values
usable in group studies, with values that are somewhat
independent of FA values in WM.

4.2. MD

The use of MD in WM is confounded by a surprisingly
strong CSF effect and additional correlations with the
amount of nearby WM and with curvature. The fact that
MD in pericortical WM is still strongly correlated with
nearby CSF reinforces the idea that CSF affects MD values
not just through partial voluming, but also through longer-
range susceptibility artifacts. The strong correlation between
MD in WM and MD in GM further indicates that the MD
image is naturally smooth— i.e., only slowly spatially varies
in general — which may be why CSF effects are strong
through the entire pericortical region.

On the one hand, MD in GM appears to vary little with
surface curvature or sulcal depth, in opposition to FA.
However, the confound of CSF is very strong and therefore
must be accounted for as a covariate or by using previous
methods such as using a partial volume model or FLuid-
Attenuated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR) DTI imaging.

4.3. cPDD

Diffusion angle relative to the cortical surface at first
appears to be a quite noisy value of limited use. However, if
smoothed by 20 mm or more or used on a regional level, it
has interesting properties: it appears to be a measure
independent of both FA and MD that is also largely
unaffected by local anatomical features such as curvature
or thickness. Also, it appears to give promising results for
different cortical regions with respect to the intention that it
provides information about the proportion of axons entering
GM locally. More research is needed to see how useful it
may be in specifying anatomical structure or in helping to
detect cortical damage due to pathology.

4.4. Limitations

The 3×3×3 mm3 voxel size was chosen to obtain good-
quality DWIs. This will increase the effects of partial
voluming in our results under the consideration that the mean
thickness of GM is roughly 2.5 mm [43,44]. However, we
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obtain substantially the same results when we processed
publicly available T1 and DTI data from the Kirby database
[48] that we show in the Supplementary Materials (Fig. S1).
The Kirby DTI data were obtained on a 3-T scanner at a 2-
mm isotropic voxel size and with 30 diffusion directions.

Another issue is that the calculation of FA can be
biased without echo-planar image distortion correction due
to the lack of field maps. We attempted to deal with this
by using other postprocessing techniques. However, we
did detect minor residual misalignment in the frontal
mesial areas where field maps are typically most valuable
for co-registration. Also, the subject population that we
sampled was a highly educated, right-handed one
narrowly restricted to young adults. Thus, the results we
obtained may not generalize to older populations where
DTI scalar values change in regionally specific ways due
to aging [49,50].

There have been other useful attempts at dealing with
the problems of measuring DTI near the cortical surface.
One recommended solution to this problem is to use
FLAIR DTI sequences [51,52]. However, FLAIR DTI
sequences are unavailable on many clinical scanners,
require more time to acquire and reduce the signal to
noise ratio of DTI measures of deep WM tracts that may
also be useful to analyze alongside cortical structures.
Several postprocessing solutions to the pericortical DTI
reliability problem have also been proposed. For example,
Liu et al. [9] segmented DTI images to obtain separate
clusters of typical GM and typical WM diffusivity values.
After co-registering the processed DTI scalar maps and DTI
segmentation maps with a T1 image, the technique
essentially restricts DTI parameter sampling to values
within the “typical” cluster range of GM determined by the
segmentation of the anatomically more accurate T1 image.
This method is guaranteed to make the sampled diffusivity
values more regionally uniform by removing much of the
CSF contamination, but could also hide clinically signif-
icant regional and subregional variation in diffusion values.
Another promising approach is to adjust DTI images by
using a partial volume model to capture CSF contamination
directly [53]. This method was verified by comparing the
adjusted DTI diffusion values with those produced by
FLAIR DTI imaging. Although the method substantially
reduces CSF contamination of mean diffusion values, it
does not resolve the problem for diffusion anisotropy or
other scalar parameters. Further, this method focuses only
on cortical GM and cannot easily be extended to partial
voluming influences on pericortical WM.
5. Conclusions

DTI measurements taken from pericortical tissue reveal
regional differences in cortical cytoarchitectonics that can
assist in understanding the normal anatomy of the cortex and
the identification of cortical and pericortical tissue abnor-
malities. However, the use of surface DTI scalar values to
extract statistically powerful parameters requires careful use
of smoothing and controlling for particular confounds that
vary with the exact location of DTI data extraction.
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